**Nintendo Webquest**

1. Nintendo was founded by _________ Yamauchi. The current president is Satoru ___________. He is the ___ president of Nintendo.

2. Nintendo is based in _______ __________. Nintendo started as a _______ company. The _______ president changed the company into a massive gaming company.

3. Nintendo have made the most successful game franchise. It is the _______ series. They also made the second most successful which is ___________ or _________ Monsters

4. Nintendo has created lots of different gaming consoles that can be divided into two main categories. The two categories are _______ consoles and _________
consoles. Three console names are _______, ___________ and ___________.

5. The next home console Nintendo will release is ___________. This console is special because it can be played while someone is watching TV. The newest portable console is the Nintendo ___________.

6. The cards they started out with were called ___________. They are commonly played with in Hawaii and South _______. A game that can be played with ___________ cards in is ___-___.

7. The Nintendo World Store (often referred to as ___________ ___________) is located in New _____ at ____________
Centre. The store includes ______, Nintendo DS and _______ sections.

Answers can be found at this link on various pages

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nintendo